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Main Aim & Sub-aim 

IELTS Writing Task 1 - Academic 
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2 

Date 

04/14/2019 
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45 

Overall Comment on planning  

Your lesson plan is very good. Your main, sub and stage aims are correctly described and there 

is an excellent level of detail in language analysis sheet. Very good materials. Please remember 

to proof read your handouts sometimes to ensure that upper and lower case are used correctly.. 

Whilst it's admirable that you provided an excellent variety of materials, you had too many for a 

45-minute lesson, which is probably why you were rushing to finish them all. 

Planning Strength 

1.1 aims,1.2 stages,1.3 materials,1.4 procedures,1.5 interaction patterns,1.6 balance regarding 

communication,1.7 timing,1.8 analysing language,1.11 terminology,1.13 professionally written 

Areas to work on 

Overall Comment on teaching 

You had a very lively lead-in, Gehad, very energetic, well done! You also made sure that the 

class was aware of the aim of the lesson. Your pace so far is very swift, which is very nice. Now 

you need to make sure that you don't go too fast and lose your ss. Feedback from the first task 

was quick but effective, good, and a useful awareness-raising task to help ss to understand 

what's expected of them. Your instructions for the ensuing tasks were also extremely fast, 

allowing the ss almost no time to process or respond to the information. Please slow down. So 
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far, you have provided a very good variety of tasks to help the ss to prepare for the writing task - 

vocabulary, task task expectations, useful language, synonyms, choosing the best introduction, 

prepositions, etc. However, you have so much to do, you tend to rush through everything, 

without giving your ss time to finish, or sometimes even start. As soon as they start a task, you 

tend to interrupt or do the task for them; the same occurs in feedback. This of course, increases 

your TTT, and ss don't have time to complete a task. Please remember that less is more. It is 

more important that ss practise the task within the specified time; otherwise this will not prepare 

ss for the exam. Your ss only had 9 minutes to write the task, which is not enough in any writing 

lesson, and particularly for an exam preparation course. Fortunately, there was enough writing 

produced by the ss so the main aim was achieved. For your next lesson, please try to prioritize 

more, please, the ss don't need everything. To work on: Language Models. How do you 

pronounce illustrate, carbon dioxide? What we call this shape? Just we have one minute to do 

that. What you are gonna do? TTT. Please try not to repeat everything your ss say, or talk over 

your ss. Please also avoid answering your own ICQs. Pace. Very good in some ways, but you 

tend to move quickly. Please allow ss time to answer your questions instead of you jumping in 

and answering for them. 

Teaching Strengths 

2.1 awareness of needs,2.2 awareness of culture,2.3 awareness of background learning,2.4 

rapport,2.5 students' involvement,3.4 contextualisation,4.3 teaching writing,5.1 classroom 

arrangement,5.2 grouping,5.3 teaching techniques,5.4 achieving aims,5.6 use of materials,5.9 

feedback,6.6 submitting plans and materials in time 

Areas to Work on 

3.1 TTT,3.5 language models,5.10 pace 

Grade: 

To Standard 
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